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SCHOOL’S NEVER OUT
Lifelong Learning Can Benefit Your Career, Social Life – Even Your Health

BY PAUL ROGERS

T

he arcs of our lives are no longer clearly
divided into school in our youth followed
by work – often the same work –
until retirement. In today’s competitive
employment market, in which workers
change jobs (and even careers) much
more frequently than in years past, lifelong learning has become almost the norm. Rapid developments in workplace technologies have further
elevated the importance of constantly acquiring
new skills and updating existing abilities.
In response, all manner of lifelong learning options have emerged, many of which are specifically
intended to fit around the busy lifestyle of working
adults. With longtime mainstays like community
colleges and technical schools lately augmented
by upstart options like microlearning apps and
YouTube tutorials, there’s an educational tool to suit
every ambition, budget and schedule. These can
give a boost to not just your career and income, but
also to your social life and cognitive health.
We tapped five adult education experts to learn
more about the myriad boons of lifelong learning.
In today’s competitive job market, is lifelong
learning more pertinent than ever?
BJ Gallagher, Los Angeles-based adult education expert, author and speaker: In decades past,
a working adult might expect to change jobs two or
three times over the course of their career. Today,
they can expect to change jobs at least a half
dozen times, maybe more. Many people don’t just

change jobs, they change careers.
Dr. Kat Cohen, New York City-based college
admissions expert and CEO/founder of IvyWise:
So many positions require employees to wear multiple hats and manage several different responsibilities simultaneously … It’s not enough to only
to know how to perform all of the tasks associated
with a particular job; to stand out in today’s market,
employees also need to understand how to learn
and the mechanics that go into picking up information quickly. Employees who are lifelong learners,
and who really seek intellectual challenges inside
and outside of the office, are at a huge advantage.
Phil La Duke, Detroit-based consultant with
a degree in Adult Education: If you think of all
the disruptive innovation that has gone from the
theoretical to applied in business, from drones to
blockchain to cryptocurrencies and more, lifelong
learning is more than just pertinent - I would say
it’s essential.
What types of lifelong learning are available
to adults?
Dr. Evan Shelton, Director of the Center 4
Brain Health of Menorah Park in Beachwood,
Ohio: The type of lifelong learning opportunity that
you choose will depend on your learning goals. I
think of these, generally, as being in one of two
categories: personal and professional learning …
If you are looking to build a specific skill for your
job, consider a certification or training program. If
you are currently employed and want to stay on top

of what’s happening in your field, consider professional conferences, workshops, and seminars. If
you’re looking for an advanced degree, there are
multiple options now beyond heading back into the
classroom. Online degrees are common and can
be completed on one’s own schedule.
Cohen: Another option for adults looking for
instructor-led opportunities is to explore MOOCs, or
massive open online courses. Students of all ages
and backgrounds can audit these classes, often for
free, and it can be an excellent chance to explore
a new subject or idea. Similarly, there are a variety
of apps that provide learning experiences, such as
Duolingo, which is designed to help users master a
new language.
Karen Gorback, retired community college
dean and teacher at Conejo Valley Adult School
in Thousand Oaks: While taking classes in your
pajamas at the kitchen table is convenient, successful online learners need buckets of tenacity
to complete their goals through online learning
alone. Another option is hybrid learning, which
combines in-house coursework/test taking with
distance education, providing greater structure and
accountability for serious learners.
Can you offer any lifelong learning options
specific to the Los Angeles area?
Gorback: Look for educational programs through
adult education, senior centers, public libraries,
and community education classes at community
colleges. Check out the Santa Monica College
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Emeritus College; the College of Professional and
Global Education at Cal State LA; the Tseng College
for Graduate, International, and Midcareer Education at CSUN; the variety of classes at the Skirball
Cultural Center; and the expansive program
through UCLA Extension.
Gallagher: The greater Los Angeles area [has] an
especially wide, rich array of learning opportunities
[including] author events and workshops offered
by local bookstores, for-profit colleges who offer
curriculum scheduled to meet the needs of working adults, lectures at our fantastic local museums,
lectures offered in conjunction with concerts at the
Disney Concert Hall, conversations with exhibiting
artists at local art galleries, cooking classes at local
culinary institutes, and more.
How do these fit around the existing commitments of an adult with a job and maybe a
family?
Gallagher: Organizations that offer lifelong learning opportunities know their audience. They design
their curricula to meet the needs of today’s busy
Americans. Academic institutions offer intensive
programs – for certificates as well as degrees –
that fit nicely into the schedules of working adults.
Workshops and seminars are often offered during
evenings, after work, and on weekends as well …
And of course, audio books, webinars, podcasts,
how-to videos on YouTube, and the like are available anytime you want them.
Shelton: Online classes probably offer the most
flexibility with regard to scheduling. MOOCs are
often self-paced.
Cohen: For professionals considering going back
to school for an advanced degree, it may be worthwhile to discuss your academic plans with your
current employer. Some companies offer tuition
reimbursement benefits, which can help you save
on education costs, and it may also be possible to
rearrange your work hours to accommodate your
class schedule.
La Duke: How does bowling, or golf, or watching
football, or having a beer out with friends fit with
those same commitments? … I won’t lie, going
to school, working full time and being a parent
(especially a single parent) isn’t going to be easy - I
know; I did it. But it also isn’t going to be a lifetime
commitment.
How can the above impact someone’s
career arc? And when in someone’s life or
career is continued education most appropriate?
Gallagher: The short answer to your question is
“any time and all the time.” Don’t wait until your
job is outsourced to learn new skills. Keep current
on what’s happening in your industry and think
about what new technology it might be helpful to
learn.
Shelton: If you’re considering a career change,
lifelong learning might help you make that jump.
If there is upward mobility and you’re looking to
climb the ranks of your current company, a degreegranting lifelong learning opportunity might help
you do that. In general, being well-credentialed
is going to open doors for more and better job
opportunities.
Cohen: Ideally, every employee should be striving to continue their education throughout their
entire career and even after they retire. Adopting
a lifelong student mentality helps professionals
maintain mental sharpness and agility, which is
essential, especially in today’s ever-changing job
market.
Is there evidence that participating in
lifelong learning can also positively impact
someone’s income?
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Gorback: I have studied employment data for
many years and have always seen a positive
correlation between educational attainment and
income. [Economist] Elka Torpey notes in “Measuring the Value of Education” (https://www.bls.gov/
careeroutlook/2018/data-on-display/educationpays.htm), “It’s hard to quantify the full value of an
education. But U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS)
data consistently show that, in terms of dollars,
education makes sense.”
Can lifelong learning also be good for a
participant’s social life?
La Duke: Absolutely, learning about something in
which you are genuinely interested puts you in the
company with other people who share that interest
and you become part of your social circle and you
part of theirs. It’s a great way to make friends and
even a romantic interest, but that should not be
your primary motivation.
And can participation in lifelong learning
even be good for your health?
Shelton: Lifelong learning is most certainly good
for your health! Although the specifics are still
not entirely understood, research is increasingly
supporting a theory of cognitive reserve. As we
build knowledge and “exercise” our brains over the
course of our lives, we build up cognitive reserve
… We can also build cognitive reserve by staying
engaged and learning across the entire lifespan. In

late life, this cognitive reserve serves as a buffer
against cognitive decline.
Gorback: Ongoing research in neuroplasticity
suggests that our brains can continue forming
new connections throughout our lifetimes, clearly
debunking the old wives’ tale about being “too old
to learn.”
Finally, how can participation in lifelong
learning help to create well-rounded, wellinformed citizens, and in turn have a positive
effect on the quality of life for individuals and
their families?
Gallagher: Learning communities are healthy
communities, strong communities. People with
open minds are much better equipped to meet the
challenges and changes of the future – political
changes, demographic shifts, climate change,
development of new technology, and more. Wellinformed citizens make better decisions about
things that affect everyone.
La Duke: Lifelong learners train themselves to
question everything, not in a defensive or hostile
way, but in a way that makes them verify facts that
don’t seem accurate or flawed logic. They seek out
opinions that are not their own and engage in intelligent, non-emotional discourses with people with
whom they disagree … When we stop learning we
stop thinking. Life is dynamic, our thoughts and
skills must be too. It’s a matter of survival.
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THE LOS ANGELES FILM SCHOOL

T

Celebrating 20 Years of Academic
Excellence in Entertainment

he Los Angeles Film School is celebrating its 20th anniversary in 2019 and we’re
marking the milestone with exciting events
all year long! Over the past two decades,
we’ve welcomed eager students excited for
their first day, hosted top Hollywood filmmakers,
expanded our program offerings with new degrees
and celebrated alumni success—all while honoring our mission to inspire students to find their own
creative voice.
We’ve grown a lot in the last 20 years, but our
goal has remained the same: prepare the next
generation of creative professionals for a future in
the entertainment industry. We offer accredited,
VA-approved degrees in Film, Audio, Animation,
Music, Graphic Design and Entertainment Business, all taught by a faculty of industry professionals who have earned credits on a number of major

motion pictures, video games and music recordings. Numerous alumni have gone on to receive
awards at film festivals worldwide, engineered
multi-platinum albums, and some credits include
GRAMMY® and Oscar® nominations and awards.
Come explore our historic Hollywood campus
during one of our daily campus tours and see it
for yourself. Don’t miss the opportunity to get
exclusive access to our sound studios, animation
labs, film sets and interactive classrooms. We can’t
wait to show you around!
Whether you begin your journey on our Hollywood
campus or choose the flexibility of online classes,
our programs are designed to help you along your
path.
For more information about The Los Angeles Film
School, please visit: www.lafilm.edu or call
323.860.0789.

